Initial oxidation of 1H −1 is coupled to proton loss forming a copper(III) species and further oxidation initiates oxygen evolution. Initial oxidation of 1 under neutral, i.e. non-catalytic, conditions is pH independent, highlighting the importance of PCET steps during catalysis. We collected reasonable evidence that catalysis proceeds via a water nucleophilic attack mechanism. The electrolyte presumably acts as a proton acceptor in catalysis as the onset potential depends on the buffer employed.
Introduction
The production of sustainable fuels such as H 2 , methanol, CO or formate requires the reduction of oxidised precursors H + or CO 2 . 1 Water is considered as a cheap and abundant electron and proton source in this regard. Its oxidation requires a potential of 1.23 V under standard conditions. One of the most efficient catalysts in the electrochemical oxygen evolution catalysis (OEC) is platinum metal. 2 However, the high price of platinum makes it rather unattractive and therefore catalysts based on earth-abundant metals have been developed. Molecular electrocatalysts based on iron, nickel, cobalt, and copper have been identified, which lower the overpotential substantially and are stable under the highly oxidative conditions of the catalysis. 3 Since the initial report of the copper bipyridine system, A, by Mayer and co-workers in 2012, 4 copper catalysts have attracted considerable attention.
5
Selected molecular copper complexes with N-donor ligands, which have been explored in molecular OEC, are shown in Table 1 .
These complexes show moderate to high apparent rate constants k cat at overpotentials as low as 0.17 V.
5f Some of these complexes (E, F) exhibited an equatorial N donor ligand-set and such complexes proved to be stable under the oxidative conditions of the catalysis. This prompted us to investigate 1 as a catalyst in the water oxidation reaction (Fig. 1) . 6 1 exhibits a tetradentate N ligand set and a dangling OH unit, which could allow for efficient proton transfer (PT) pathways during catalysis. 7 The complex also catalyses the electrochemical dihydrogen evolution from seawater -earth's most abundant water source, 6b which would potentially allow water splitting catalysis in a one cell compartment with cheap electrode materials. 
Results and discussion
The synthesis, purification, and characterisation of 1 have been described previously. 6 The purity of the complex was confirmed by elemental analysis. A common three electrode setup employing an SCE reference electrode, a platinum counter electrode and a GC working electrode was used for electrochemical measurements.
If not otherwise noted, potentials are referenced vs. NHE. The complex exhibits a reduction process at −0.28 V in neutral water. Under basic conditions an increase in current was observed at applied potentials above 1 V. A prewave was visible at ∼1 V and a catalytic wave was visible with an onset potential of ∼1.3 V at pH values of the solution above 10 ( Fig. 2 and Fig. S2 †) . CV measurements of 1 in acetonitrile and acetonitrile/water mixtures indicate that the catalytic wave could indeed belong to water oxidation. In dry acetonitrile, no oxidation process of 1 was observed, but the addition of 10% basic water led to an oxidation process at a potential of 0.49 V vs. Fc +/0 and a pronounced wave at a potential of 0.91 V vs. Fc +/0 (Fig. S3 †) .
We investigated the influence of the working electrode on the catalysis and utilised a boron doped diamond (BDD) electrode. However, considerable background activity was visible under basic conditions and therefore the GC electrode was used for all further investigation (Fig. S4 †) .
A controlled potential electrolysis experiment (CPE) at an applied potential of 1.494 V confirmed oxygen evolution under basic conditions, i.e. pH = 12 (Fig. S5 †) . Gas bubbles were visible at the electrode surface and the colour of the solution changed from purple to blue. The amount of evolved O 2 was analysed by gas chromatography (Fig. S19 †) . Catalysis exhibits a Faraday efficiency of 60% (average of 6 runs) and a maximum TON of 6 after 30 min of electrolysis, which is rather high in comparison with the previous reports employing copper complexes ( Table 1 ). The pH of the solution decreased from 12.04 to 11.8 during electrolysis due to proton formation. No hydrogen peroxide was detected after the CPE experiment with a potassium iodide/starch test.
We collected reasonable evidence that the catalyst remains homogeneous during catalysis. Visual inspection of the electrode after CPE did not reveal any deposit. The rinse test was negative, that is a CV and CPE measurement of the electrode after a CPE experiment in a freshly prepared buffer solution was similar to the background measurement (Fig. S9 †) . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) of the electrode surface revealed very little deposition of copper containing materials ( Fig. S23 and 24 †). The electrode surface has a roughness and shape similar to that after a CPE experiment without the complex ( Fig. S25 and 26 †). In line with this, virtually no current passed and no notable oxygen formation was detected, when we reused the GC electrode in a second experiment by employing a complex free buffer solution (Fig. S10 †) . That is to say that the very small amounts of deposited copper containing materials are not active in the OER. The concentration of 1 after chemical oxidation and after CPE was the same as that determined by visible spectroscopy (Fig. S22 †) . CPE with Cu(II)SO 4 was used as the reference system for copper deposition (Fig. S8, S27 and S28 †) . Subsequently, we investigated the kinetics of the catalysis. Notably, in order to obtain reproducible results, the electrode was polished after each CV scan (Fig. S11 †) . Catalysis proceeds at an overpotential of 0.83 V at pH = 12 as determined from CV data (E = 1.35 V at i cat /2, [1] = 5 mM). 8 In order to estimate the apparent rate constant k cat of the catalysis, scan rate dependent data were collected (Fig. S12 †) . The k cat is proportional to i c 2 as
shown in eqn (1). 9 i c denotes the catalytic peak current, n cat the number of transferred electrons for water oxidation, F the Faraday constant, A the electrode surface, c cat the catalyst concentration, and D the diffusion coefficient in phosphate buffer at pH 12. D was determined from the Cu II /Cu I redox pair.
The apparent rate constant can be calculated from i c over i p vs. the square root of the scan rate plot (eqn (2)). i p denotes the current in the no-catalytic event and it has been determined from the Cu II /Cu I reduction process of 1 (eqn (S1), Fig. S13 †) .
The apparent rate constant at 1.494 V equals 0.12 s −1 , which is at the lower limit of previously reported catalysts. A plot of the catalytic current at E = 1.494 V vs. the pH of the solution indicates an increase in current under basic conditions with a rather sharp onset above pH values of the solution of 10 (Fig. 3) . The first derivative of the CV traces at different pH values of the solution revealed two pH-dependent inflection points. The first one is accompanied by a small increase in current and the second one by a pronounced increase ( Fig. S2 and S15 †) .
We assigned the first oxidation process to an oxidation of the initial copper(II) species to a copper(III) species, as the corresponding zinc complex is redox inactive in this potential region (Fig. S14 †) . No catalysis has been observed at an applied potential of the wave of the first oxidation process (E appl = 0.944 V, Fig. S5 cates that the doubly charged complex exhibits no noticeable activity and negatively charged ligands are important to enter catalysis. The peak potential of the first oxidation process is pH independent below pH ∼10 and it shifts by 54 mV per pH above pH ∼10, which is characteristic of a 1e − /1H + coupled redox process according to the Nernst equation (Fig. S15 †) . Since catalysis only takes place under basic conditions, this fact highlights the importance of PCET steps during oxidation. The second oxidation process shifts by 25 mV per pH indicating proton involvement during oxidation. Indeed, the catalytic wave exhibits a strong kinetic isotopic effect (KIE) (Fig. S16 † binds an additional hydroxide ion only weakly leading to a SET-WNA mechanism. 5f,12 Ligand oxidation was less likely in 1, as the zinc complex is redox inactive under oxidative conditions (Fig. S14 †) . CV measurements in the presence of various amounts of H 2 O 2 did not allow us to conclude on the formation of a peroxide intermediate, as H 2 O 2 oxidation occurs at a similar potential (Fig. S17 †) . The addition of H 2 O 2 leads to a colour change from purple to blue, and Vis spectroscopy showed a blue-shift of the d-d-band of 1 from 580 nm over 660 nm (10 eq.) to 675 nm (100 eq., Fig. S20 †) . The colour change and the blue-shift of the d-d-bands were similar to the shift observed after CPE (Fig. S21 †) : λ max shifted to 655 nm after CPE at 0.944 V and to 675 nm after CPE at 1.494 V.
Finally, the influence of the electrolyte on catalysis was evaluated, as the redox potential shifts per pH and the large H/D isotope effect indicates PCET during catalysis and the buffer could act as a proton acceptor. The first oxidation wave, which we assigned to the Cu II /Cu III oxidation, has a similar potential in all measurements independent of the electrolyte (Fig. 5 , phosphate, borate, acetate and carbonate salt). We also observe a catalytic wave in all four solutions indicating that the activity is an inherent property of 1 and not due to an impurity in the electrolytes (Fig. S18 †) . By far the highest catalytic current is observed with borate buffer. For phosphate, carbonate, and acetate, the catalytic current is very similar, indicating a similar catalytic activity in all three cases ( Table 2 ). The onset of the catalytic wave depends on the electrolyte and therefore we assume that the anion is involved in the catalysis as a proton acceptor, which was discussed previously. 5a ,e Notably, we observe a trace crossing of the forward and reverse scans, when carbonate or acetate is employed as an electrolyte. Such a trace crossing could indicate the formation of an oxidised species that reacts in a chemical reaction to form a second species, which has a less positive standard potential with respect to the initial catalyst. 13 WNA at the high valent copper species, which is oxidised at a lower standard potential than the initial catalyst and this oxidation leads to oxygen evolution.
Conclusion
1 proved to be a stable, homogeneous catalyst in the electrochemical-driven water oxidation catalysis. In comparison with the previously reported copper catalysts, the complex exhibits a moderate apparent rate constant and a reasonable overpotential. The dangling OH unit has no impact on catalysis. The complex is active under basic conditions, highlighting the need for a negatively charged ligand at the metal centre and PCET steps during oxidation. Under neutral conditions, the complex exhibits neutral ligands and its initial oxidation is not coupled to PT, while 1H −1 is the main solution species under basic conditions, and its initial oxidation is accompanied by a proton loss. Further oxidation is also coupled to PT events and initiates catalysis under basic conditions. The catalysis proceeds presumably via a single site mechanism involving the formation of a peroxide intermediate through the nucleophilic attack of water and high valent copper-oxido species.
Experimental

Synthesis
The synthesis and purification of 1 has been described previously. for 20 minutes and the filtrate was used to improve the reproducibility and to remove the traces of other metals, if present. For bulk electrolysis the solutions were degassed by "pump, freeze, thaw" cycles. The solutions were frozen, evacuated and then the solutions were allowed to defreeze. This was repeated 4 times. A glassy carbon rod (7 mm diameter) was used as the working electrode and a platinum spiral as the counter electrode. Bulk electrolysis was performed in a custom made air tight two compartment cell. Working and counter electrodes were separated by a glass frit. For better reproducible results the working electrode was cycled 30 times between 1.84 V and −0.76 V with 500 mV s −1 in electrolyte solution before electrolysis. For surface analysis GC plates (1 × 1 cm) were used in the same air tight two compartment cells as for the bulk electrolysis and pre-treated in the same way as the working electrode for bulk electrolysis. After electrolysis the plates were carefully rinsed with Millipore water and dried.
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